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Playtest 01: 

Participants: Eric Grossman (24), Camille Baumann-Jaeger (25)
Date: 03/25/2017

Rules:

Goal: Protect your guardians and capture your opponent’s guardians. 

Three decks: 
1) The Guardian deck (7 cards)
2) The Defence deck (20 cards)
3) The World Deck (12 cards)

Game layout: 

Player 1

Player 2

guardian 
card

defense 
cards

defense 
cards

guardian 
card

world 
cards

Phase 1: Set-up

1) Place all guardian cards betwen both players, face up.
2) One by one, alternating players choose three cards and build their guardian decks.
3) Shuffl e and divide the defense, each player gets one half.
4) Place the world deck between each player. 

Turn: 

1) Set up cards according to layout.
2) Players place fi rst guardian card down on table, face up. 
3) Each player draws a hand of 5 defense cards  and places two on the table.
4) Players defend with two cards at a time. 

To win: 
First player to capture two opponent guardians wins. 



Playtest 01 (continued):

Notes from playtest: 

1) Confusing attack structure
2) Graphics: attack names should be in bold
3) Game terminology is confusing
4) Clarifi cation needed concerning role of each card category
5) Nobody choose the “Hope” guardian--> unsuccessful game mechanic
6) End game needs clarifi cation
7) Re-work game balance
8) Re-work general rules
9) Cards are too specialized

Things to consider: 
1) How do the cards create interesting decisions for players
2) Consider introducing a resource management system
3) What are the guardian types for? How do they create an interesting rhythm in the game? How can 
cards designated for particular guards synergize with other cards in play?

Process Images

Set up: choosing guardians

Image during game



Rules:

The goal of the game is to capture your opponent’s guardian card. 

Setup: 
 
 1. Place all guardian cards face up between both players. 
 2. Each player chooses a guardian card to begin. 
 3. Both players draft cards until they have the cards described in the deck section of each 
guardian card. 
 4. Afterwards, defense and offense cards are placed to the side and drawn from at each turn. 
 5. Cards can only place level 1 cards to begin. 

Game Play: 
 1. Players musts use the cards and their abilities (as described on cards) in order to bind and 
then capture guardian card. 
 2. Players place two cards down at a time and then draw each turn so that they have fi ve cards 
in their hand at a time. 
 3. Players activate world card by destroying two cards whose levels are the sum of the world 
card’s level. 
 4. After activated, world cards can only be destroyed by destroying two cards whose levels are 
the sum of the wold’s card level. 
 
End Game: 
 1. If a player defeats a bound guardian, they “capture” the guardian and win the game. 

Game Layout: 

Player 1

Player 2

guardian 
card

defense 
cards

defense 
cards

guardian 
card

world 

Camille Baumann-Jaeger

Prototype for 03/30/2017



guardian card 

special ability

initial card deck

guardian name

world card

world name

drawback descripition

general descripition

benefi ts descripition

Description of card and use: 

 1. Guardian card is place on the table from the guardian deck. The card in play until it is “cap-
tured”. 
 2. The card has two states: “unbound” and “bound”

unbound state, 
unbound and special 
abilities can be used

bound state, after a card is attacked 
by an offense card and is bound, 
the card can no longer use special 
abilities 

Description of card and use: 

 1. Word cards are placed between players from a world card deck. 
 2. If a world card is destroyed by a player’s offense card, draw a new world card from the deck 
and place it between both players. 
 3. A world card can be activated or destoyed by sacrifi cing two cards whose levels are the sum 
of the world card level. 

passive state: 
players are only 
affected by the general 
description

active state: 
players can activate a 
card and benefi t from 
the card



defense card

special ability

guardian specifi c 
ability description

card type

offense card

special ability

guardian specifi c 
ability description

card type

Description of card and use: 

 1. This card stops offense cards of the same level. 
 2. When a player wants to set up a defense card, player places the card face down. 
 3. If a player would like to defend against an offense card, the player fl ips the card over. 
 4. If a defense card is paired with a guardian card, +1 defense against offense cards. 

Description of card and use: 

 1. This card can attack defense cards of -1 level. 
 2. This card can attack guardian cards. If guardian card is not bound, card becomes bound and 
offense card is destroyed. 
 3. If guardian card is bound and thn attacked by offense card, guardian card is then “cap-
tured”.



Guardian starting deck: 
(x3 defense, x2 offense)

GUARDIAN

If card is bound, a card of the 
same level as the guardian can be 

substituted on the table

Guardian starting deck: 
(x2 defense, x3 offense)

GUARDIAN

If an offense card of the same 
color as the guardian is used, then 

the offense card has +1 level

SORROW FURY

Guardian starting deck: 
(x2 trap, x1 defense, x3 offense)

GUARDIAN

Guardian can sacrifice two cards 
for a trap card

MIRTH

Card can defend against offense 
card of same level unless paired 

with guardian (then defends 
against +1 level offense card)

DEFENSE

Guardian Cards

Defense Cards

Levels 1 (x25), Level 2 (x20), Level 3 (x15), 
Level 4 (x10), Level 5 (x5)

Levels

Guardians

 25 cards

 25 cards

 25 cards



Card can attack and destroy 
deffense of same level as offense 
card, if opponent has no defense 

cards, offense card binds guardian

OFFENSE

Return opponent’s offense attack 
to defense card or guardian card 
(if no opponent defense card on 

table)

Trap

Level 1

Can only be destroyed by +1 
level offense card

Levels 1 (x25), Level 2 (x20), Level 3 (x15), 
Level 4 (x10), Level 5 (x5)

Levels

Guardians

 25 cards

 25 cards

 25 cards

Levels 1 (x5), Level 2 (x4), Level 3 (x3), 
Level 4 (x2), Level 5 (x1)

Levels



Players with guardian of same 
color as world card get +1 level to 

all defense cards when played

World Card

Level 1

Players with guardian of same 
color as world card get +1 level to 

all defense cards when played

Players with guardian of same 
color as world card get -1 level to 

all defense cards when played

Players with guardian of same 
color as world card get draw 3 

cards, discard 1

World Card

Level 2

Once per turn, player can draw 2 
cards, discard 1

Player cannot draw card until 
world card is sacrificed

Guardians

1 card

1 card

Guardians

1 card

1 card



Players with activated guardian of 
same color as world card can play 

one extra card (once)

World Card

Level 3

All defense cards in play become 
trap cards

All trap cards in play become 
defense cards -1level as guardian

Players with guardian of same 
color as world card place an extra 

offense card on table

World Card

Level 4

All offense cards on table gain +1 
level

All offense cards on table lose -1 
level

Guardians

1 card

1 card

Guardians

1 card

1 card



World Card

Level 5

Guardian cannot be bound while 
world card is activated

2 cards



Playtest 02: 

Participants: Johnathan Ahnert (24), Gabriella Gagnon (early 20s)
Date: 03/30/2017
Playtest session: 49 mins

Notes on what needs improvements: 

1. The setup stage needs to be redesigned. Players were confused and had to draft for extended 
periods of time before they had the necessary cards needed to begin the game. 

Thoughts and suggestions on how to improve this part of the game (from playtesters):

 a. The beginning card deck descriptions were too limiting and did not work well with the 
drafting system. If I want to keep the initial card decks as described in the card descriptions (see 
above), then I should give the decks to the players before hand. If I am more interested in having a 
certain fl uidity at the beginning of my game, I should then consider another method. 
 
 b. The players did not use the world cards at all during the playtest session. I have to fi gure out 
a new game mechanic that would oush players to use the world carsd more. 

 c. The game was too automatic. The players felt as if they had a limited number of choiced 
to counter offenses and defenses. There was no point of consideration. I have to tweak the game 
mechanics to allow for a better game play and interaction between the player and the world cards. 

 d. It was suggested that I create a greater variation in the defense and offense cards. With 
the current game structure, they play a large part in the fl ow of the game but do not present much 
variation in the game experience. 

 e. Aesthetic suggestion: the cards were a bit hard to play with and shuffl e because I did not 
put them in card sleeves. Future iterations of the game will necessitate better presentation so that 
game play is facilitated. 

 f. The resource management system was a bit derivative. While I was pleased with the card 
sacrifi cing component of the game and did not want to introduce new resource items/systems (i.e. 
tokens or dice), the current decision making around resource management was not as elegant as I 
would have liked. 

 g. The world cards were not balanced, many of the cards threatened to “permalock” the 
game. Meaning that the game that the players would be unable to keep playing the game if they had 
activated the cards. 

 h. The guardian cards were not balanced and so were not equally attractive to the players. 
One player admitted that they had chosen the guardian they did because of the card’s color and the 
guardian’s name, not because of the guardian’s description or special abilities. 

 i. A consideration for future iterations of the game is to create a meta-story for the game. 
One playtester remarked that they were very interested in learning more about the worlds and the 
guardians but that the world I had created was not well refl ected in the game. 

 j. Should there be two destruction states for the defense and offense cards? Sacrifi ce vs 
Destruction?



Playtest 02 (continued):

Beginning of game, players have randomly drawn three world cards 
and placed them in a “passive state”. They each benefi t from the 
general descriptions of the world. Jonathan, because of the draft 
system, has been able to place two cards on the table while Gabriella 
has only been able to place one. This is also because of the level 
restriction I designed in the game. Specifi cally, that players are only 
allowed to place level one cards when they fi rst start the game. 

End of the game, players have not modifi ed the initial game 
confi guration very much because they did not interact with the world 
cards nor did they try and set trap cards. They instead went back and 
forth attacking each other with offense cards and then defending 
with defense cards. This demonstrates a failure in my design and was 
noted in my notes. 



Playtest 03: 

Playtesters: Eric Grossman (24), Camille Baumann-Jaeger (25)
Date: 04/03/2017 
Playtest Period: 20 minutes

Goals for play test session: 

 1. Test new set up system for game. 
 2. Test new world cards and see if play testers use world cards organically.
 3. Test card balance. 
 4. See if there is a change in the interest curve. 

Changes made to the game:

 1. New card balance.
 2. New world card descriptions. 
 3. New relationship between defense+offense cards and guardian cards. 



Playtest 03 (continued):

New Card Balance: 

Defense + Offence Card Balance Table:

Level 01 Level 02 Level 03 Level 04 Level 05
defense off ense defense off ense defense off ense defense off ense defense off ense

Sorrow 
Guardian

3 3 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 0

Fury 
Guardian

2 4 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1

Mirth 
Guardian

3 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 0 1

Total 17 13 9 8 5
Total cards 52

World Card Balance: 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Sorrow 
Guardian

1 1

Fury Guardian 1 1 1
Mirth Guardian 1 1 1
None 1

New World Cards: 

world name: Thrift

drawback: One defense card -1 level. 

general: If sorrow or fury in play, both get +1 level.

benefi ts: If activated, draw 3 cards, discard 1.

World Card - Level 1 (x4)



world name: Tolerance

drawback: Player cannot level up until world card is destroyed. 

general: If mirth of hysteria in play, each gets +1 in level. 

benefi ts: Player gets +1 level to offense cards. 

World Card - Level 2  (x3)

world name: Honesty

drawback: Player cannot level up until world card is destroyed. 

general: Both players can level up one card without sacrifi ces.

benefi ts: Player can use defense card as trap card. 

World Card - Level 3  (x2)

world name: Temperance

drawback: Player can only defense until world card is destroyed.

general: Both playersdraw two cards, discard one. 

benefi ts: Player can use defense cards as an offence card.

World Card - Level 4  (x2)

world name: Ambition

drawback: none

general: none

benefi ts: Guardian cannot be bound while guardian card in play.

World Card - Level 5  (x1)

Playtest 03 (continued):



Playtest 03 (continued):

Notes on what needs improvement: 

1. Card text still needs more clarifi cation. 

2. Solidify game play turn fl ow: play-draw-play

3. Certain functions are overpowered. 

4. Level 1 world card is too powerful. Revisit the properties of this card. 

5.Convey in instructions that player can only level up once per turn. 

Problems that were resolved: 

1. Cards at the beginning of the game: decided to make custom card decks for each guardian which 
players will start off with. 

2. What to do with cards that you “cannot play” --> now players can use cards for more ways than 
they previously could so they are not blocked from playing if they don’t have a card of the same level 
as their guardian. 

Things to consider for next time: 

1. What is the benefi t of the cards being placed face down vs. face up?

2. How long does a card need to be on the table before it can be used?

3. Make power level cards so that it easier to keep track of a player’s progression. 

4. The game needs more risk assessment opportunities. 

5. Consider emphasizing the separation between the guardian cards and the 
defense cards. 

6. Current card layout is not intuitive. Switch order of card information. 

7. Consider allowing cards to work together in pairs. 

8. Reconsider the level and offense card system. 



Playtest 03 (continued):

Start of game: The three cards placed between the play-
ers are the guardian cards. Each player reads and choos-
es the guardian that they would like to use for the game. 
In this game, the players chose the guardians “Fury” and 
“Mirth”. 

Players have drawn at random three world cards and 
placed cards from their hands face down. Because of a 
world card benefi t, one player has placed three cards 
instead of two. 



Playtest 03 (continued):

Player shows new card distribution mechanism for game. 
For this playtest, cards were distributed based on guard-
ians and not based on descriptions. This was a more 
stable and successful game mechanic. 

Players have activated world cards -- a success com-
pared to previous play test session where players did not 
interact with the cards at all. For the next iteration, world 
cards will have to be reconsidered and rebalanced. 



Playtest 04:

Date: 06/07/2017
Participants: Eric Grossman (24), Camille Baumann-Jaeger (25)
Playtest time: 25 mins

Changes Made to Rules: 

1. Players can only sacrifi ce to gain a level once per turn. 

2. Players can do one play per zone. Meaning that in a turn, a player can only affect each zone once. 
They can only gain one level, the player has to choose between sacrifi cing cards to activate a world 
card or activate a defense or offense card, or destroy/activate a world card. 

Notes: 

1. Eric Grossman responded really well to the new worlds card. 

2. World where the bonus allowed the player to sacrifi c two cards from their hand was overpowered 
and allowed one player to gain the upper hand very quickly. Should be combined with a sacrifi ce from 
the table. 

3. The Level 5 world card was overpowered but also easily destroyed in this game because the player 
had another level 5 card. 

Notes for next time: 

1. Should world cards of same levels should all be the same thing? Or should they be one time 
events. 

2. I like the mechanism that when you fi rst draw the card, the world card offers the game an instanta-
neous effect and then, once activated, offer a longer lasting one. 

3. Consider having world cards start at level 3 and then goes beyond level 5. 

4. Toy with the idea of players stealing cards from their opponent. Consider whether that should be a 
high level world card ability. 

5.  Guardians need a “bound” state. How does it change the game?

6. Consider a “purging” or “alchemy” mechanic to merge low levels into a more useful card. 

7. Consider making the world cards the same size as the guardian cards. 

Interest Curve:

Time

In
te

re
st 1

2 3 4 5

1. Choose guardian
2. Player activates level 5 card
3. Player levels up
4. One player binds the other’s 
guardian.
5. Bound guardian is captured. 



Playtest 04 (continued):

New World Cards Used During Playtest

New world card design (left) and old world card (right)

New Level 01 World Cards:  

Text on World Card Level 1, type A

General bonus: When card is draw, guardian draws two cards and discard one. 
Bonus side: While card is activated, player is +1 level. 
Negative Side: While card is activated, guardian is -1 level. 

World Card Level 1, type B

General bonus: When card is drawn, player who drew card can draw two cards and discard one. 
Bonus side: Player can immediately sacrifi ce two cards. OR. Player can take one card from opponent’s 
hand. 
Negative side:  Player must discard one card. 



Playtest 04 (continued):

New Level 02 World Cards:  

New Level 03 World Cards:  

Text on World Card Level 2, type A

General bonus: When card is draw, guardian draws two trap cards. 
Bonus side: Player can sacrifi ce two cards from hand. 
Negative Side: Player must accept a card from opponent. 

World Card Level 2, type B
General bonus: When card is drawn, guardian can draw a card. 
Bonus side: Draw a card from opponent’s deck. 



Playtest 04 (continued):

New Level 04 World Cards: 

Text on World Card Level 4

General bonus: When drawn, guardian can draw three cards, discard two. 
Bonus side: Player can have 6 cards in hand until world card is destroyed. 
Negative Side: None

New Level 05 World Cards:  

Text on World Card Level 4

General bonus: No general benefi ts. 
Bonus side: Card cannot be bound as long as card is achived. 
Negative Side: None



Playtest 04 (continued):

Images and Analysis from Playtest

Beginning of game: Player One (Eric Grossman) has 
chosen the guardian card “Fury” and  Player Two 
(Camille Baumann-Jaeger) has chosen the guardian 
card “Mirth”. 

Player One has activated a world card (shown below) 
and so has only one card on the table. Per the turn 
order of the game, Player One can place new cards 
for the next turn but cannot play them. 

Player two destroys fi rst activated and activates a 
new card. Per the rules of the game, now Player Two 
has no more cards on the table and is defenseless. 

World card activated (level 2).

Note on lower level world cards, was very (almost 
too easy) to activate and destroy these cards. Must 
be revisited. 



Playtest 04 (continued):

Images and Analysis from Playtest

New World card activated. 

Note: This world card was overpowered and quickly destroyed by opponent. 

Example of a player leveling up during the game. 
Photo shows guardian card is now a level 3 after 
having sacrifi ced a series of defense cards in order to 
do so. 

End game state. 

As can be seen in the Mirth guardian discard pile 
(green, left), a trap card was used. 

Outcome: Mirth was bound, then captured by Fury. 



Playtest 05:

Date: 06/08/2017
Participants: Eric Grossman (24), Camille Baumann-Jaeger (25)
Playtest time: 35 mins

Game Settings: 

1. World cards are now all double in level. 

2. Bound state for guardians: When bound, guardians acquire an “alchemy” power. Alchemy power: 
Players can combine any two cards into a single card sharing their value as long as they’re the same 
type. This move counts as sacrifi cing. 
 ex: 
 defense card (level 1) + defense(level 2) = defense card (level 3)
 offense card (level 1) + offense card (leve 1) = offense card (level 2)

3. Sacrifi ce double the level cards to unbind a guardian card. 
 ex: defense card (level 2) + defense card (level 2) = unbinds level 2 guardian card

4. No one receives world card benefi ts from fi rst three cards. 

5. When a world card is drawn, the player who drew the card receives the benefi t from the card. 

Changes made to world cards: 
1. Level 1 card: negative component now “Player can only have 4 cards in their hand.”
2. Level 2 world card: negative component: Take top 2 cards from deck and move to bottom. 

Notes on playtest: 
1. World cards are now too hard to activate or destroy. Not used as often. Consider allowing for “spe-
cial” cards that can be used to multiply the levels of the other cards. 

2. On that note: Next game play, do not use defense cards. Instead, transform all defense cards into 
“ritual cards” which can be used as multipliers. 

3. During game play, the game became boring after about 30 mins because each player was playing 
defensevily. 

Time

In
te

re
st

1

2
3 4

1. Choose guardian
2. Activates card
3. Bonus allows player with 
Sorrow guardian to receive a card 
from opponent. 
4. Players get into a leveling 
up rhythm and cannot gain the 
upper hand. 
5. Game ends in stalemate.

5



Playtest 05 (continued):

Images and Analysis from Playtest

Beginning of game: Players has chosen Fury (red) 
and Sorrow (blue). 

Immediately, player with Sorrow card activates 
a world card and gains a card from opponent’s 
deck. 

Player with Sorrow guardian now has a card from 
opponent’s deck. 



Guardian Card Brainstorm: 

This section represents the brainstorm process to develop the guardian cards further: 

Guardians represent three main strategies to win: 
1. Defensive strategy
2. Aggressive strategy
3. A very strong, agressive strategy that can only work a few times and is not consistent

For my game:
1. Sorrow-defensive
2. Fury- consistently aggressive
3. Mirth - inconsistently strong or aggressive but very powerful 

Brainstorm for guardian abilities:
1. Level up while bound --> defensive (Sorrow)

2. All cards are lower levels but are “ritual cards”--> aggressive (Fury)

3. When bound, place extra cards --> defensive (Sorrow)

4. When bound, all card values are doubled until unbound --> can be either defensive or ag-
gressive depending on other abilities (Sorrow or Fury).

5. When bound, all cards are multipliers --> aggressive (Fury)

6. Activate card from hand --> (Mirth or Sorrow)

7. Can play with fi rst card of deck overturned. If player does not like the card, player can blindly draw 
next card from the deck and move top card to the bottom of the deck (Mirth)

8. Sacrifi ce half needed to destroy a world card --> defensive (Sorrow)

9. When bound, both guardians are affected: (Mirth)
 a. Opponent to bound guardian can draw two cards per turn but only hold four in hand. 
 b. bound guardian can have six cards in hand. 

10. Put extra world card on the fi eld. (Mirth)

11. Use several level multipliers on one card --> aggressive (Fury)

12. While bound, all activated world card bonuses go to bound player--> (Sorrow or Mirth)

13. Return card from hand and draw again (Sorrow)

14. Can attack opponent twice in a row if bound (Fury). 



Playtest 06:

Date: 06/08/2017
Participants: Eric Grossman (24), Camille Baumann-Jaeger (25)
Playtest time: 40 mins 

New Guardian Cards:

previous version
new version
Fury
unbound ability: All offense cards count 
as ritual cards.
bound ability: All cards are double in 
level value except guardian cards. 
Mirth
Unbound ability: Player can activate 
cards as directly from hand. 
Bound ability: All activated world card 
bonuses go to Mirth (rotate world cards).
Sorrow
Unbound ability: Sacrifi ce half cards nec-
essary to destro world cards. 
Bound ability: 
Sorrow can hold 6 cards in hand. Op-
ponent can draw two cards per turn but 
only hold 4 cards.

Settings: 

1. Trap cards no longer have levels and are destroyed immediately after use. 

2. Defense cards are now “ritual cards”
Ritual cards: can be sacrifi ced to level up guardian or used as a multiplier for an offense 
card. 

3. IMPORTANT CHANGE FOR THIS GAME: New guardian cards and no more defense cards. All 
defene cards have been changed to “Ritual Cards” (see defi nition above. 

4. All guardians can use “alchemy” when bound. Alchemy is when a player can combine two cards to 
make a single card of the cumulitive sums.

Time

In
te

re
st

1 2 3
4

1. Choose the guardian. Was much more 
enjoyable during this game because of the new 
special abilities. 
2.Use special abilities of guardians. 
3. Mirth is bound, gains new abilities. 
4. Fury is bound. Each guardian has new abilities 
to use. 
5. Fury captures Mirth. 

5



Playtest 06 (continued):

Images and Analysis from Playtest

Beginning of game. Both players have chosen 
the guardians “Mirth” and “Fury”. Three wrold 
cards have been drawn along with two hands of 
fi ve cards for each player. 

Note: The process for choosing a guardian was 
a lot more successful. Up until this point, the 
choice was more based on color and the name 
of the guardian because the cards were so 
similar. I asked my opponent after the game why 
he chose the guardian card he did and he said it 
was because he was interested in using the card’s 
abilities to create a more aggressive strategy. 

Each player took approximately 1.5 mins to 
decide. A 180% increase from the previousplay 
test sessions. 

Mid-game. Both players have leveled up and 
have indicated this new level by placing the 
cards underneath their guardian card to indicate 
this. 

On the table, one world card has been 
“activated” by my opponent. 

Note: The game is a lot more enjoyable because 
there are more components to work with during 
the game play.  

Two world cards have been activated and the 
Mirth guardian has been “bound”. 

Each guardian card now has two states with two 
seperate special abilities. 

Because the Mirth guardian has been bound, 
the game has changed so that Mirth has the 
upper hand. Now, to have your guardian bound 
does is not necessarily a negative event. In fact, 
it is in the player’s benefi t to be bound versus in 
an active state. 



Playtest 06 (continued):

Images and Analysis from Playtest

Both players have been bound and Mirth has 
captured cards from Fury. 

At this point in the game, the game has 
transitioned to a completely different mode. 
Each player has a new set of abilities and 
relationships to their card deck that they haev 
to work with.
This was a very successful addition to the 
game. Both players really enjoyed the 
transition of the game. The game shifted very 
rapidly throughout the test. 

The player with Fury had to use all of their new 
abilities to capture Mirth.  

At this point, the player who won 
demonstrated an overt declaration of joy at 
having won. This is because the game was 
very close up to this point and required a lot 
of decision making in order to win. 

This was the fi rst time a play tester 
demonstrated such a reaction. The play test 
was a success though still demonstrates some 
need for improvement in the game. 



Playtest 07:

Date: 06/09/2017
Participants: Eric Grossman (24), Camille Baumann-Jaeger (25)
Playtest time: 12 mins 

Changes to Game: 

Ritual Cards (defi nition and use):

1. Ritual cards are multiplier cards or speciality abilities cards. 
2. Ritual cards must be used with other cards but used to multiply both cards. 
3. To use a ritual cards, player places card face down next to card they want to multiply. 
4. Step by step guide to using ritual cards: 

Step 1: 
place cards face down

ritual
card

offense/
ritual
card

O/R

R

Step 2: 
place ritual card on offense 
card, face down 

Step 3: 
fl ip both cards face up and multiply 
both levels, this is the new level of 
the combined card

R

 O/R

Combination with offense cards cre-
ate new offense cards can be used 
to attack, combinations with ritual 
cards can be used to be “sacrifi ced. 

Changes Made to Trap Cards: 
Two states:
1. If unbound: trap card can refect offense attack from opponent. 
2. If bound: does not refl ect offense, instead absorbs and player can immediately sacrifi ce card from 
hand to make up the difference to unbind a character. 

Changes to World Card: 
1. When player destroys world can, player can draw a trap card. 



Beginning of game, guardian cards that have 
been chosen are “Fury”, a card with more ag-
gressive abilities, and “Sorrow”, a card with more 
defensive strategies. 

An interesting note: The decision to play with 
Sorrow was made AFTER Fury was chosen. Mean-
ing that the player processed the decision and 
then made their decision to counter/defend 
against the fi rst decision. 

Playtest 07 (continued):

Images and Analysis from Playtest

This image shows a balance problem in the 
game. After a few turns, Eric had, because of 
Sorrow’s abilities, accumulated far more cards 
in his hand than I did. This was possible not just 
because of Sorrow’s special abilities, but also 
because of the world cards which allowed Eric to 
draw more cards. 

This indicates that there needs to be a 
rebalancing of the world cards. 

This image shows a refl ected attack using a trap 
card. On the bottom right, I had prepared a very 
strong attack by combining a ritual card with an 
offense card. When I launched my attack towards 
my opponent, he refl ected my attack back 
towards me, binding my guarding “Fury”. 

This was a very entertaining and emotional 
point in the game. After having prepared my 
move for a series of turn, I was devastated to 
have it used against me. 

This moment captured the essence of the 
game: a strategy focused combat game. 



Playtest 07 (continued):

Images and Analysis from Playtest

Image series demonstrating a player combining a ritual card with an offense card and then 
activating to create a more powerful card. 

This combination attack delivered the fi nal blow to “Fury” and captured the guardian. 

Refl ections on play test: 

The game was much enjoyable and very emotional despite being much shorter than previous 
games. This reduction in play time was mostly because of a balance problem between the 
guardian cards and the world cards. Future steps will necessitate a more in depth balancing of 
the cards. 

The ritual cards also need a bit more development and variation. As the game is now, a player 
will have exhausted all their possibilities within the fi rst 15 mins. My goal is to have this game 
be a longer, more thoughtful game. 



Playtest 08:

Date: 06/09/2017
Participants: Eric Grossman (24), Camille Baumann-Jaeger (25)
Playtest time: 11 mins 

Changes to Game: 

Offense Cards: 

Image shows old offense card (left) and the new offense card 
(right). 

The most important change in the card design is the change 
in its purpose compared to the change in the card’s design. 
Now, the card is not only an instrument of attack, but an 
element that can be combined with ritual cards. It is a dual-
use resource.  

Text on new card: Level 3. Card can attack and destroy cards 
of same level or under. Guardian must be same level as 
offense card to activate. 

Image shows old defense/ritual card (left) and new ritual cards 
(right). 

As further specifi ed below, the main difference in the ritu-
al cards tested for this play test is the variety and balance 
of the ritual cards. 

Text on new ritual card: Ritual Card-Fury. Level 1. Combine 
card with an offense or ritual card. Once combined, the new 
card has the product of both cards. 



Playtest 08 (continued): 

Changes Made to Game: Variations in Ritual Cards

Types of Ritual Cards

symbol description

Ritual multiplier card. When combined with an offense card, new 
offense card’s level is the product of both cards.

Combine ritual card with a card to create a trap card. When 
activated, trap card defl ects attack and activates world card of 
player’s choice.  

Combine ritual card with an offense card to attack a higher level 
guardian. If of equal  level, to not bind guardian but take a card from 
opponent’s hand. 

Combine ritual card with an offense card to attack a higher level 
guardian. If of equal  level, to not bind guardian but take a card from 
opponent’s hand. 

Combine ritual card with another card of player’s choice to restore 
guardian one guardian level. 

Pair ritual card with offense card to draw trap card. 

Changes Made to Game: New Card Balance

Fury:

level 03

level 02

level 01

when unbound

Image shows card distribution by level, quantity, and rituals (shown in  
colors specifi ed above)



Playtest 08 (continued): 

Changes Made to Game: Card Balance

Mirth

level 05

level 04

level 03

level 02

level 01

Image shows card distribution by level, quantity, and rituals (shown in  
colors specifi ed on previous page)

Sorrow

level 05

level 04

level 03

level 02

level 01

Image shows card distribution by level, quantity, and rituals (shown in  
colors specifi ed on previous page)



Playtest 08 (continued):

Images and Analysis from Playtest

Refl ections on play test: 

The game was more interesting because of the variations in 
the ritual cards, it quickly fell into a rhythm where the player 
with the Sorrow guardian card created an over-powered 
defense because it the card’s abilities. 

Eventually we had to stop the game because we fell into 
an insurmountable rhythm: I would create a strong offense 
because of my guardian’s abilities (Fury) while my opponent 
would then lay down a series of trap cards to counter my 
strike. 

This demonstrates a need to better balance the relationship 
of each guardian to each other. When asked, my opponent 
did admit that while the new ritual cards, when combined 
with the guardian cards, did make for more interesting 
game play, they were over powered. 

This game session also demonstrated a need for more 
options and variety in the cards so that the players can 
create their own strategies. The variety I have created within 
this game is still too specifi c to the guardians themselves. 

I believe that another method for solving the problem 
would be to change the ritual cards so that they can create 
more interesting relationships between the players. In 
future iterations, the cards must be dual purposed: the fi rst 
purpose being that the ritual cards have to serve a primary 
strategy the player can use with the guardian card they 
chose, and the second purpose is that the opponent can 
fi nd a way to use the rituals to their advantage. 



Playtest 09:

Date: 06/10/2017
Participants: Eric Grossman (24), Camille Baumann-Jaeger (25)
Playtest time: 20 mins 

Changes to Game: 

Creating Spatial Decisions Within A Card Game

For this playtest, I wanted to introduce an element of spatial decision making within the game. 
Meaning that the player would have to also make decisions on the order they wished to place, 
activate, and destroy cards because their actions would have consequences on other cards placed on 
the board. 

Step 1: Place World Cards Step 2: Activate World Card

Step 3: Adjacent world card destroyed
to stop a player from activating it or to 

gain trap card

Step 4: World Cards Shift Away from 
Deck, Last Card is activated to Benefi t 

Player

Step 5: New Card Placed

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 23

234

The images above demonstrate the 
new world card progression in play. 
Another change in the game layout 
and play progress is with the ritual and 
offense cards. Now, offense cards can 
only be activated and attack guardians 
as the right most card laid out. Ritual 
cards can only be combined with the 
card directly to the right of them. Any 
card can be sacrifi ced from any posi-
tion.



Playtest 09 (continued):

Images and Analysis from Playtest

Refl ections on play test: 

While the game was more interesting from a spatial decision perspective, the most 
spatial interactions were at the ritual and offense card level rather than the world 
cards. This was in part because my opponent (the player with the “Mirth” guardian) 
had trouble drawing suffi ciently high level cards to sacrifi ce to sacrifi ce/destroy cards. 
This demonstrates that the Mirth guardian deck must be rebalanced in order to have 
more mid-level offense and ritual cards. 

Concerning the ritual and offense cards, more specifi cally, the new layout and order 
requirements were enjoyable and added a new strategy element. Players were forc-
es to consider several moves in advance before they placed a card. This was a 
very exciting and successful addition to the game. 



Playtest 10:

Date: 06/11/2017
Participants: Eric Grossman (24), Camille Baumann-Jaeger (25)
Playtest time: 20 mins 

Time

In
te

re
st

1 2 3 4

5
1. Choose the guardian. 
2.Encounter fi rst ritual card
3. Encounter second ritual card. 
4. Sorrow attacks with brutal force due to two 
ritual cards. Fury is bound. 
5. Sorrow triumphs and wins.



Playtest Analysis 

Merging Spatial Game Decision Making with Card Games

 Through the of “Guardian Captor,” my main challenge was trying to create a sense of thought-
ful decision making usually reserved for spatial games (such as Chess or Checkers) within the context 
of a battle card game. The basic notion was to craft a card game that retains the simplicity and fl exi-
bility of placing cards on a table while conveying the sense of standing on a battlefi eld. My fi rst foray 
into achieving this lay in early explorations of card layout as part of the game rules.

 The layout of the game is intended to give the players a sense of facing off across an environ-
ment that changes throughout the battle. This sensation of a battlefi eld was implemented through 
the use of World Cards. As an environment, the cards can be controlled, and may help or hinder a 
player based on a mix of strategy and luck. Each World Card has two modes: “passive” and “activat-
ed.” Once activated, the card confers benefi ts to one player and detriments to another. This instills in 
the mechanics the idea of territory control without requiring tiles or miniatures as might otherwise be 
the case.

 The theme of dual modes, originating in World Cards, became a centerpiece of the design, 
and is refl ected in each component of the game. Guardians, the anchor of a player’s deck and strate-
gy, have two states while in play: “bound” and “unbound.” In each state, the Guardian has an ability 
that helps shape the player’s opportunities and the game in certain, specifi c ways (detailed on their 
card). The abilities change drastically when Guardians are bound, or unbound. This is also refl ected in 
the world cards which similarly have two states except they are called “passive” and “activated”. The 
concept of dual modes returns player focus to the state of the card itself, bringing abstract strategic 
considerations back to the physical play space. The game asks the player to manage and manipulate 
different zones of the game, which altogether helps build a more physically involved relationship with 
the game layout.

 To truly make space an important factor in decision-making, I introduced a mechanic to give 
card placement its own strategy and progression. Currently, cards must be placed in the proper posi-
tion in the overall layout, and in relation to one another, to activate certain effects. Crucially, decisions 
here are binding until a card is used, meaning that a player must weigh immediate needs with future 
possibilities in terms of their hand and their play space. A similar mechanic can be found in games 
such as “Boss Monster,” which mandates serial card placement to give a sense that each player 
is constructing a tangible, physical dungeon with rooms that can’t easily be replaced. As there, in 
“Guardian Captor” players must apply strategy to card placement. However, the added element here 
is that the player must incorporate probability and estimates of their opponent’s move to inform their 
placement decisions. To put this design decision in context, “Boss Monsters” pits players against an 
“npc” heroes deck, which requires an estimation of probability but not active adaptation. In “Guard-
ian Captor,” the player uses similar decision making used in chess in that they must estimate several 
of their opponent’s moves and strategize accordingly. The rules governing card placement and use 
are at the heart of this dynamic. 

 The obstacles I encountered during the game’s development largely related to pushing the 
player to make long-term decisions despite their immediate concerns. It was not until I introduced 
the position-specifi c game mechanic that I began to see the desired game play. In future iterations, 
I would like to delve further in the interplay between static physical card positions and reactionary 
decision making. Concerning the development of the game up until now, I believe that I did not 
shift soon enough towards designing the game mechanics around rules-bound spatial positioning. 
This shift happened after I took a step back and delved into the incentives the game laid out at each 
stage. I realized that these were not quite incentivizing forethought, and I wasn’t getting the game I 
was aiming for: a highly strategic card game that forced players to think several steps ahead before 
placing a single card. 



 Another obstacle encountered throughout development was the need for greater variation 
in the cards themselves. In past development projects, I found that I focused on the primary game 
mechanics and honed those, which allowed me to develop the content for an enjoyable game. With 
card games, players register and incorporate information much faster, perhaps because card games 
resemble learned methods of internalizing information (text on paper). As such, players quickly fell 
into a rhythm that was only broken up once increased card variation was introduced. In other words, 
in a card game, mechanics and content are hard to separate, and must be developed in tandem. In 
future iterations, I realize that I will need to include much more variation in order to add intricacy to 
the game. 

 Finally, developing this project was different not only in that it was the fi rst card game I’ve 
developed, but also because of the highly-personalized nature of card games. Card games, as origi-
nally expressed by Jesse Schell, have the potential for extreme emotional attachment because cards 
are wonderful vehicles for personifi cation and player projection. I found, through the play tests, that 
players (myself included) began to be drawn towards certain Guardians. I, for example, would fi nd 
myself often drawn to a Guardian called Mirth because I felt jovial or silly when I played the game, 
and felt the card best resonated with my mood. I would also consider the strategy of the deck before 
deciding to choose the guardian or not, but this was perhaps a secondary consideration. In the fu-
ture, I would like to delve further into the personalities of the guardians and fi nd more ways for them 
to refl ect different players through their abilities and the cards they bring to the game. 

 In all, “Guardian Captor” gave me new challenges I didn’t wholly expect, but it also gave me a 
chance to grow as I tackled those problems through design solutions. While I aimed for a card game 
that encourages strategic thinking and deliberation, I was challenged by the diffi culty of developing 
content and mechanics in tandem- a property that seems inherent to card games. As solutions, my 
game emerged with two special properties: bi-modal cards and (simple) rules governing where and 
how cards may be played and activated. Altogether, further development would see additional depth 
added to the ways in which cards interact, as well as additional development around synergies be-
tween Guardians. 



Player 1

Player 2

zone 1: guardian card

zone 2: ritual and offense 
cards

zone 3: world cards

A card-based battle game

Guardian Captor

Phase 1: Set-up

1) Players place their guardian cards in zone 1. 

2) From the World Deck, draw 3 cards and lay them out, in passive mode, in Zone 3. Do not execute 
any of their passive effects. 

3) Each player draws 5 cards from their deck. They may place any number of cards, face-down, in 
Zone 2. 

Game Components: 

1. World Card Deck (1)
2. Guardian Deck (3)
3. Sorrow Guardian Card Deck (1)
4. Mirth Guardian Card Deck (1)
5. Fury Guardian Card Deck (1)
6. Guardian Level Cards (3)

Game Play Layout:

zone 1: guardian card

zone 2: ritual and offense 
cards



Goal: Capture Your Opponent’s Guardian Card.

A Guardian has three states: Unbound, Bound, and Captured. A Guardian must be brought through 
each of these states (ie, bound before it can be captured) by successful attacks. 

Attacks are made through Offense cards. Each Offense card has a power level (level), which can be 
increased or changed through certain Ritual cards. 

Only an Offense card with a level equal to or greater than that of a Guardian will execute a successful 
attack.

Concepts: Placing, Sacrifi cing, Leveling Up, Activating, and Combining. 

Placing: Cards are placed face-down on the table.  They must be placed from right to left. 

Sacrifi cing: Any card can be sacrifi ced in the ‘play’ phase of your turn. The power level of the sacri-
fi ced card can be put towards a number of uses:

Leveling Up: Guardians can be leveled up by sacrifi cing cards whose sum equals (or exceeds) the next 
level up. (Example: Mirth is level 2. She sacrifi ces a level 1 Offense card and a level 2 Ritual card to ascend to Guardian 
Level 3). 

Activating: World Cards can be activated by sacrifi cing cards whose sum equals the World Card’s 
level. 

Combining: Ritual Cards are combined with other cards to realize their effects. This can be done in 
your turn’s ‘play’ phase. You may combine cards and play them (ie, fl ip them face-up) in the same turn.
See diagram below:

Step 1: 
place cards face down

ritual
card

offense/
ritual
card

O/R

R

Step 2: 
place ritual card on offense 
card, face down 

Step 3: 
fl ip both cards face up and multiply 
both levels, this is the new level of 
the combined card

R

 O/R

Combination with offense cards cre-
ate new offense cards can be used 
to attack, combinations with ritual 
cards can be used to be “sacrifi ced. 

The difference between “sacrifi cing” a card and “destroying” a card: 

Solitary or combined cards can be “sacrifi ced” in order to level up, activate world cards, destroy 
world cards, and unbind guardian cards. 

To “destroy” a card is to discard it and not use it at all. These cards are immediately send to the dis-
card pile. 



A Game Turn: 

Turns are divided into 3 main phases:
1) Play
2) Draw
3) Place

1) Play:
 A) Sacrifi ces and Combinations
  Make any sacrifi ces you want. Unless otherwise noted, you may only level    
 up a Guardian once per turn, and may only sacrifi ce to activate a World     
Card once per turn.

  Resolve any World Card effects immediately.

  Combine any Rituals with other cards at this point. 
 
 B) Plays
  Play any combinations (ie, fl ip face-up). 

2) Draw
 You draw 1 card, unless abilities or world cards have modifi ed this number. 

3) Place
 Shift any cards remaining in your Zone 2 to the right, such that there are no 
 positions open between them. Then, Lay down as many cards as you want, from right to left,   
 starting at the fi rst open position.

 Cards are placed face-down on the table.
  



guardian card 

unbound abilities

bound abilities

guardian name

world card

drawback descripition

general descripition

benefi ts descripition

Description of card and use: 

 1. Guardian card is placed on the table from the guardian deck. The card in play until it is 
“captured”. 
 2. The card has two states: “unbound” and “bound”.
 3. In order to keep track of guardian levels, use small “power” cards included in game. 

unbound state, 
unbound and special 
abilities can be used

bzzound state, after a card is 
attacked by an offense card and is 
bound, the card can no longer use 
special abilities 

Description of card and use: 

 1. Word cards are placed between players from a world card deck. 
 2. If a world card is destroyed, draw a new world card from the deck and place it between both 
players. 
 3. A world card can be activated or destoyed by a sacrifi ce that equals the world card level. 

passive state: 
players are only 
affected by the general 
description

active state: 
players can activate a 
card and benefi t from 
the card

Card Types and Descriptions



ritual card

ritual card specifi c 
ability description

card type

offense card

level

offense card  
specifi c ability 
description

card type

Description of card and use: 

 1. Ritual cards have specifi c abilities that allow for special combinations with other cards. 
     Once combined, the ritual creates a new card with the behavior specifi ed by its symbol.
 2. Can only be combined with cards directly to its right.
 3. Unless otherwise noted, must be placed on the table before it can be combined. 

Description of card and use: 

 1. This card can attack Guardians of equal or lower level. 
 2. If guardian card is not bound, card becomes bound. 
 3. If guardian card is bound, Guardian card is then “captured”.
 4. Must be the right-most card in your Zone 2 to be used as an attack.

level

trap card

offense card  
specifi c ability 
description

card type

Description of card and use: 

1. Trap cards have no levels. 
2. Trap cards may be activated when an opponent activates 
an Offense card. 
2. Except for in certain cases (specifi ed on cards) trap cards 
defl ect opponent’s attacks of any level. 
3. The defl ected attacks are not redirected towards the 
opponent but instead “dissipate” into the “ether” of the 
game. 
4. Trap cards are destroyed immediately after use. They can 
only be used once. 



A card-based battle game

Guardian Captor

 This game is for players between the ages of 12-25, aimed specifi cally at young women. It is 
for individuals who enjoy competitive card games that have a long-term collecting component. Each 
guardian beyond the standard game is sold with its own separate deck, and these are intended to be 
collected and added to the basic experience. It may go without saying, then, but this is a game for 
players who enjoy building decks over time and feeling a sense of ownership over their cards. It also 
appeals to players who enjoy battle card games, for the game is designed to be highly competitive. 
Laid out in a new way different from other games, the game pits players against one another through 
guardian cards. The goal of the game is for a player to “capture” their opponent’s guardian card 
through a combination of rituals and battlefi eld control to create a winning strategy. Players are then 
pushed to create decks that refl ect who they are as players, accentuating their preferred strategies.

 This game has a new take on card combat dynamics. Instead of attack or defense cards, 
Guardian Captor has offense and ritual cards that must be combined with one another, creating a 
sense of mysticism and alchemy. Another new element here is the concept of world cards. The world 
cards shape the game’s environment. With each new draw of a world card, the game shifts, and play-
ers are pushed to react and modify their strategy. Finally, progression is found through mode shifts 
that push the players in dramatic ways. The guardian cards have two states: bound and unbound. 
When bound, their relationship to and use of cards in their deck are defi ned by one set of parame-
ters, and unbound they have another. One isn’t always strictly better than another, and it’s up to the 
player whether they will risk being bound to gain the benefi ts of that mode.

 The game is a dynamic and thoughtful experience. The players are pushed to form a bond 
with their cards from the onset when they choose which guardian they want to play with. This decision 
forms a relationship between the player and their deck before the game even starts. The player is 
then immediately immersed in a world of mystic magic as the world cards are drawn and placed be-
tween each player, kicking off the match. Finally, the game has an added element of spatial decision 
making as the player must decide how to place their cards: placement has importance to the devel-
opment of the player’s game strategy.

 The game itself takes approximately 15-25 minutes to complete. A match between well bal-
anced, experienced players could take up to 35 minutes. Those minutes are, however, an emotional 
roller coaster. Part of the reason I believe players will be drawn to buy this game is its potential to 
connect to players aesthetically and strategically, and for players to truly feel a stake in building a 
stronger, better deck with each new publication of cards.

 This game is unique in that it combines the decision making of spatial board games such as 
checkers or chess with a battle card game format. To describe the game in terms reserved for board 
games, the “board” of this game is constantly changing because of the world cards and the “pieces” 
(the ritual, offense, and guardian cards) are dynamic elements with multiple modes that transform 
through each match, and over the lifetime of the game itself.




